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Introduction

“Consumers don’t think how they 
feel. They don’t say what they think 
and they don’t do hat they say.”

~David Ogilvy

Cellnet’s rebranding to O2 was a mysterious success, and 
examples the unpredictability of market success. 



Consumer Neuroscience Provides Better Insight into Consumer Behavior

● More granular understanding of 
consumer

● Assesses presence and valence of the 
reaction of consumers to brand stimuli

● Allows creation of better products and 
services 

● Has limitations

● Is NOT about implanting thoughts in 
consumer’s mind.

Consumer Neuroscience is not a tool for mind control.



Brain is the Seat of Behavior



Historic Goal: Understand & Predict Behavior

Avicenna 980-1037 Robert Whytt (1714-1766) Luigi Galvani (1737-1798)



Theory Serves as Backbone to Consumer Neuroscience

● Habits simplify our movements while working to diminish conscious attention in 
order to conserve energy.

● We feel then think, not think then feel.

William James 1842-1910



Two Mechanisms at Play in Decision Making

● Rational, deliberative 

○ Traditional market research measures this 
system

● Automatic, response to external 
stimuli – habitual

○ Traditional self-report and consumer 
neuroscience target measurement of this 
system



Behaviorism of Early 20th Century
Behaviorists were not concerned 
with internal thoughts and events.

Associations “built” in brain 
influence behavioral outcomes



Cognitive Psychology/Neuroscience of Late 20th Century

● “Cognitivists” believed that the way people think works to 
impact their behavior.

● Mental states are critical to behavioral outcomes

● Difficult to resolve mental activity without proper technology

Michael Gazzaniga

After iron rod destroyed large part of left 
frontal lobe “Gage was no longer Gage.”



Neuro Imaging Techniques of the 20th Century



Somatic Markers
●  Somatic markers are feelings in the body that are associated with emotions

● Hypothesis states that  emotional processes guide (or bias) behavior, particularly 
decision-making

● Re-envisioned perspective of William James

● Feelings are a “readout” of the body

● Emotions lead decision making and social cognition

●Emotions have biological underpinnings that lend to understanding the consumer’s 
decision making process



Consumer & Advertising Research Through History: Decision Making



The Influence of Psychoanalysis on Advertising

● Edward Bernays, Freud’s nephew believed “Human instincts can be targeted 
and directed toward the desire to purchase a product.”

●Walter D. Scott furthered this by saying “Man has been called the reasoning 
animal but he could with greater truthfulness be called the creature of suggestion.”

● He suggested to appeal to consumer in ads by using love, hate and fear.



AIDA Model of Advertising 1899



Consumer Neuroscience

Traditional 
market 
research

Consumer 
Neuroscience



Why Need Another Consumer Measurement Tool?

Bias in self-reported recall or anticipation of consumer behavior due to: 

• Social desirability (interviewer bias) 
• Systematic error in estimation ability 
• Complex post hoc validations 
• Inability to articulate decision process



Advantages of Consumer Neuroscience

1. Goes beyond declarative state of consumer 
2. Real-time or near real time resolution into brain 

processes, or proxies of those processes 
3. Ability to capture transient processes that work to 

impact decision outcome 
4. Reduce bias inherent in explicit consumer responses 
5. W/respect to pricing, determine set point where 

pleasure exceeds pain of paying  “Starbucks Study” 
6. Affords increase in brand’s ROI by fine tuning creative 

content.



Disadvantages of Consumer Neuroscience

1. Doesn’t afford an answer to “why” people develop observed reactions 
2. Artificial lab setting required of some of the tools (fMRI, PET, TMS) 
3. Reverse inference – the assumption that specific mental processes took 

place on the basis of the occurrence of a specific brain pattern. 
4. Price point and turn-around time of some measures (fMRI, PET, TMS)


